ACUITY ELM

EBILLING
SOFTWARE
The Acuity ELM eBilling
Advantage
Allocate costs effectively
Adjust costs at any stage
Enforce compliance with
billing rules
Track expenses at every
level
Monitor legal spending in
real time

Manage cash flow with
forecasting tools

SAVE 10% or more in legal
expenses.
Legal departments of all sizes work hard to
establish and enforce billing guidelines. But
high volume, human error and time
constraints make it a tough job for even the
most efficient teams. And as companies grow,
legal case load can increase as well.
Acuity ELM’s eBilling module automates the
entire invoice lifecycle — from standing up
initial billing rules through budgeting,
allocations, reporting and audit. Acuity’s
flexible design allows you to implement outof-the-box “best practice” billing guidelines
and ultimately customize your rules engine
based on the unique needs of your
department. As you identify new opportunities
to reduce your legal spend with Acuity’s
analytics toolkit, you can leverage our eBilling
module to design and implement complex
algorithms to further attenuate your spend.

ACUITY EBILLING PUTS YOU IN CHARGE OF THE INVOICING
PROCESS AND DOES THE HEAVY LIFTING FOR YOU.
Enforce your billing guidelines

Understand which firms are

automatically, and determine

billing the most and which

which violations must be resolved

matters are accruing the

by firms before submission.

greatest expense.

Monitor legal spend in real time
and understand P&L implications.
Allocate matter costs across
multiple business units or related
claims and manage accruals.

Identify invoice timing violations,
like expenses billed six months

Reconcile billing rates with
contract terms at a glance.
Establish and enforce staffing
models like limiting the number
of attorneys attending a
deposition.

after they were incurred.

HOW DOES EBILLING REDUCE LEGAL SPEND?
Sets clear cost limits
Firms and vendors can’t
ignore your billing rules
once they are in the
system.

Reduces paperwork
A tidier workspace, no
misplaced invoices, and
fewer dollars spent on
paper and printing.

Eliminates mistakes
Duplicate or overlapping
invoices are immediately
rejected.

Provides insight
Understand where every
dollar is being spent – for
a specific matter or across
your entire portfolio.

CONTACT US TO
LEARN MORE.
Whether you require the 30,000'
view of your entire cash flow
landscape, or need to take a
deep dive into matter specific
line item details, Acuity ELM
delivers.
LearnMore@acuityelm.com

Book a demo
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Saves time
Automated invoice
system frees up you and
your staff for more
important things.

